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Transforming the Customer Experience
For the past 20 years, building and deploying business applications has a been hard, complex, and expensive 
experience. Customers get frustrated with delays, increased costs, updates and fixes; requirements that arrive 
dead because business processes have changed; and the never ending complications of teaching technical 
resources business acumen. Indeed, this has always been a frustrating experience, until now. Introducing 
CorasNow.

CorasNow transforms the experience of your customer! What was once hard, complex, and expensive is now 
fast, flexible, and affordable.

That was then This is now

Lengthy development cycles

Write application code

Complex application coding

Servers and software licensing

90% Technical, 10% Business

Apps all over the place

Long installation process

Complex data sharing and integration

Design for today

Start from scratch

Buy new apps and capabilities externally

Build and deploy within your infrastructure

Build and deploy in minutes

No code environment

Visual, drag and drop application builder

No servers, no software

90% Business, 10% Technical

MyApps Dashboard

One Touch App Provisioning

Instant sharing of data between apps

Design and prepare for tomorrow

Start with blueprints and accelerators

Integrated App Stores

Build and deploy in any infrastructure

CorasNow is an evolutionary new Platform as a Service (PaaS) that fundamentally transforms how business 
applications are built, shared, and deployed. CorasNow was built for the business, by the business and allows 
customers to visually create business-driven applications in minutes. The days of complex and expensive 
application development are over. The days of waiting months to see progress is over. Welcome to the new 
application development experience, welcome to CorasNow.



About CorasCloud

CorasCloud is a global leader in solutions that transform and improve the way organizations run and manage 
their business.  The company works with public and private organizations reaching more than one million users 
around the world to provide solutions that address individual and industry work management challenges.  
CorasCloud takes a “business-first” approach in helping customers build on a dynamic framework of applications 
and platforms to achieve unprecedented levels of operational efficiencies, accelerated time to market, and cost 
optimization.  For more information on CorasCloud, visit:

corascloud.com

info@corascloud.com  |  T: 1+ 866-580-3115  |  F: 703-797-1881


